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The audiobook market is one of the fastest-growing segments 
of the publishing industry. According to the Audio Publishers 
Association, it grew an estimated 24.5% from 2017 to 2018. 
And Findaway Voices recently shared that the growth they’ve 
seen from self-published authors and small publishers has 
outpaced the broader industry. To capitalize on this 
opportunity, authors and publishers have been using a wide 
variety of tactics to promote their audiobooks and reach new 
listeners.

To provide you with inspiration, we compiled more than 50 
real-world examples of authors and publishers marketing 
their audiobooks. While not all the examples will be directly 
applicable to you, we think this collection is a great starting 
point for anybody developing an audiobook marketing plan.

Also, sometimes there’s only so much a screenshot can 
capture. We encourage you to click on each image to explore 
the content each author or publisher has created in more 
depth. 

https://publishingperspectives.com/2019/07/audio-publishers-association-survey-nearly-1-billion-in-2018-sales/
https://publishingperspectives.com/2019/07/audio-publishers-association-survey-nearly-1-billion-in-2018-sales/
https://blog.findawayvoices.com/2019-headphone-report/


Pre-Release Promotions



Pre-Release Promotions

Just as you’d want to build buzz and preorders 
for hardcovers or ebooks, it’s also important to 
spread awareness of an audiobook before its 
launch. This way, readers who prefer audio will 
know they can preorder in their favorite format, 
too.

There are many ways to build anticipation of an 
audiobook launch, and we’ve highlighted a few 
approaches we’ve seen authors and publishers 
take — from uploading free audiobook samples 
to providing behind-the-scenes looks at the 
production process.



Audio Samples

Penguin Random House hosts many samples of their 
audiobooks on their SoundCloud account, PRH Audio, 
and they upload each clip prior to the audiobook 
launch. Each clip is under five minutes long and gives 
readers an easy and free way to sample an audiobook 
before buying.

Penguin Random House

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 5@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://soundcloud.com/penguin-audio


After finishing the final reading for her audiobook What We Inherit, author Jessica Pearce Rotondi shared a message on 
Instagram about how it felt to record her audiobook, along with a picture of her in the recording studio.

Behind-the-Scenes Look
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Jessica Pearce Rotondi

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/B9XNb2_BCBZ/


To build buzz for the audiobook Clap When You Land by Elizabeth Acevedo, HarperAudio shared a behind-the-scenes look on 
Instagram via a collage of Elizabeth and poet Melania-Luisa Marte during the audio production process. The caption included a 
call-to-action to preorder the audiobook. 

Behind-the-Scenes Look

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 7

Elizabeth Acevedo & HarperCollins

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/B-fVyU_nwf9/


Narrator Cast Reveal

Taylor Jenkins Reid announced the audiobook for Daisy 
Jones & The Six on her Facebook page along with a cast 
reveal. She also posted a short video reel matching the 
narrators with their characters. 

Taylor Jenkins Reid

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 8@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.facebook.com/taylorjenkinsreidbooks/videos/341025169843078/


Audio Sample as a 
Pinned Tweet

About six weeks prior to launch, Phil Williams made his 
pinned tweet on Twitter an audio excerpt of his 
upcoming audiobook, Under Ordshaw. His 
accompanying graphic included the release month, 
blurbs and reviews, and the audiobook cover.

Phil Williams

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 9@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://twitter.com/fantasticphil/status/1237762117354356742


Twitter 
Announcement

About two months before the launch of the audiobook 
for The Never Game by Jeffrey Deaver, Penguin 
Random House made an announcement highlighting 
the narrator, the audiobook cover, and the release 
date. 

Penguin Random House

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 10@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://twitter.com/PRHAudio/status/1106944503464767489


Letter to Listeners

On her author website, Lauren Blakely published a 
“letter to her listeners” in which she revealed the cast 
for her upcoming audiobook, Overnight Service.

Lauren Blakely

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 11@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://laurenblakely.com/overnightserviceaudiobook
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Launch Announcements

Many authors and publishers post an 
announcement on an audiobook’s launch day, 
whether it’s been released on the same day as 
its other formats or not. This way, after building 
anticipation for an audiobook, they remind 
readers that the audiobook is available for 
download.

In this section, we’ve included several creative 
ways we’ve seen authors and publishers 
announce an audiobook launch to existing 
readers and potential new fans. 



Twitter 
Announcement

On Twitter, Jeff Belanger announced his first-ever 
audiobook, including retailer and pricing information, a 
link to a retailer page, and a lighthearted photo.

Jeff Belanger

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 14@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://twitter.com/THEJeffBelanger/status/988085561121476608


Penguin Random House’s dedicated audio Instagram, @prhaudio, regularly shares beautiful images to promote their 
audiobook launches, such as this sparkly tribute to Darling Rose Gold by Stephanie Wrobel. The caption includes a brief 
synopsis, a promotional quote, and links to the author and narrator.

Instagram Announcement

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 15

PRH Audio

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/B969FFTHZgM/


On Instagram, Kishan Paul announced the availability of the audiobook The Deadly Match one day prior to launch, including 
retailer options and a visually compelling image. 

Instagram Announcement

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 16

Kishan Paul

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/B7RWrQHAEpy/


On Instagram, Ruth Ware announced her newest audiobook release, The Turn of the Key along with an excerpt — she 
uploaded a video with the audio sample and a still image.

Instagram Audio Sample

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 17

Ruth Ware

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/B1rtsIzAwsU/


Facebook Page 
Announcement

Christina Lauren promoted the launch of the 
audiobook Love and Other Words by posting an audio 
clip on Facebook, listing the available retailers, tagging 
the book’s publisher, and including “Sound On” in the 
graphic to make sure readers knew to listen. 

Christina Lauren

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 18@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.facebook.com/ChristinaLaurenBooks/videos/10155186050777441/


As part of her audiobook release announcement, Julia Kent used a graphic for Random Acts of Crazy as her Facebook author 
profile header image. She calls attention to fan-favorite characters in the story and their narrators, and features the book 
cover and headphones. 

Facebook Page Cover Image

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 19

Julia Kent

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.facebook.com/jkentauthor/


Newsletter 
Announcement

Dale Mayer sent out an audiobook-focused newsletter 
to her subscribers to remind them that her Heroes for 
Hire series is available in audiobook format. She 
included one of the audiobook covers and a link to 
listen to an excerpt of the first chapter of the series.

Dale Mayer

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 20@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Newsletter 
Announcement

In an email newsletter, Michelle Madow announced the 
audiobook for The Faerie Pawn. She included retailer 
links and the audiobook cover.

Michelle Madow

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 21@BOOKBUBPARTNERS
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Author Websites

If you have an author website, you’ll want to 
keep it updated with the latest information 
about your new and upcoming releases. This 
way readers can easily find the information 
they’re looking for — including your 
audiobooks.

Some authors have entire landing pages on 
their websites dedicated to audiobooks, while 
others include the audiobook format as a 
purchase option on a book’s page. The following 
examples highlight the various ways authors 
may incorporate audiobooks into their websites. 



Audiobook 
Landing Page

On Doug Richardson’s audiobook landing page, he 
includes a graphic for each audiobook, a synopsis, an 
enticing blurb, and purchase links. 

Doug Richardson

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 24@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://dougrichardson.com/audiobooks/


Audiobook Landing Page 
with Embedded Clips

On the audiobook landing page of her author website, 
Michelle M. Pillow includes an embedded YouTube 
audiobook excerpt and links for each region and 
retailer where her audiobooks are available. She links 
to this page in the top navigation, so it’s easy for 
readers to find.

Michelle M. Pillow

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 25@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://michellepillow.com/audiobooks/


Audiobook Landing Page 
with Embedded Clips

On her website, May McGoldrick shares a SoundCloud 
excerpt from each of her audiobooks, with a clickable 
shopping cart icon to purchase the audiobook. She links 
to this page in the top navigation, so it’s easy for readers 
to find.

May McGoldrick

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 26@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.maymcgoldrick.com/audiobooks


Audiobook Landing Page 
with Embedded Clips

Kristie Cook’s author website includes a dedicated 
audiobooks landing page that features a blurb about 
the narrator, retailer links, and a SoundCloud audio 
excerpt of the first book in her Soul Savers series.

Kristie Cook

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 27@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

http://kristiecook.com/audiobooks/


Audiobook Retailer 
Links

Sophie Kinsella included an audiobook purchase option 
as part of a drop-down menu when readers are 
choosing their preferred book format. 

Sophie Kinsella

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 28@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.sophiekinsella.co.uk/book/i-owe-you-one/


Audiobook Retailer 
Links

Zoraida Córdova has an individual page on her website 
for each book. On the page dedicated to Labyrinth 
Lost, she included a link to its audiobook retailer.

Zoraida Córdova

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 29@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://zoraidacordova.com/books/labyrinth-lost/


Audiobook Retailer 
Links

For every one of his books that has an audiobook 
available, Mark Dawson includes an audiobook drop-
down menu so readers can easily navigate to the 
correct retailer page.

Mark Dawson

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 30@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://markjdawson.com/book/tarantula/


Dale Mayer also has a dedicated audiobook landing 
page on her website, but she optimized the homepage 
to surface a link to this page. She also includes a link in 
the top navigation with a headset icon.

Dale Mayer

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 31

Homepage Links

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://dalemayer.com/
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Audiobook Discounts

Discounting audiobooks can be an effective way to 
drive downloads, increase revenue, boost a book up 
the retailer rankings, and entice listeners to check out 
your other full-price books and audiobooks. 

You can promote audiobook discounts using a variety 
of channels, including Chirp, our audiobook retailer, 
which offers consumers a fresh selection of limited-
time audiobook deals every day that they can purchase 
à la carte directly from the site. Authors and publishers 
can also promote their audiobook discounts via social 
media, newsletters, and BookBub Ads.

In this section, we’ve collected examples of Chirp deals 
as well as social media posts and newsletters 
promoting audiobook discounts. In the following 
section, you’ll find examples of BookBub Ads 
promoting discounts, too! 



Chirp Deal

For this 14-day Chirp deal, J. Kenji López-Alt’s 
audiobook The Food Lab was discounted from $49.99 
to $3.99. The deal ran in an email promotion, and was 
an “Editor’s Pick” for the duration of the discount. 

J. Kenji López-Alt

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 34@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Chirp Deal

Nana Malone ran her audiobook, Tempting in Stilettos,
as a Chirp deal. For a limited time, the book was 
discounted from $6.99 to $0.99 in Chirp’s romance 
category, and was featured in an email promotion. 

Nana Malone

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 35@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



On her Facebook page, Debbie Macomber promoted 
an audiobook sale she ran with Chirp. She included the 
reduced price, audiobook cover, and website link where 
readers could buy the discounted audiobook. 

Facebook Post
Debbie Macomber

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 36@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.facebook.com/DebbieMacomberWorld/photos/a.458523471177/10157555131866178/?type=3&theater


Twitter Tweet

When Mike Chen’s publisher ran a Chirp deal for his 
audiobook A Beginning at the End, he tweeted about 
the discount and linked to the deal on Chirp.

Mike Chen

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 37@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://twitter.com/mikechenwriter/status/1257735463105781761


Twitter Tweet

When Therese Walsh discounted her audiobook The 
Moon Sisters to $3.99, she tweeted about the sale and 
linked to it on Chirp. She also included eye-catching 
images of the audiobook cover, as well as screenshots 
of the discount on Chirp.

Therese Walsh

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 38@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://twitter.com/ThereseWalsh/status/1133027329188552706


When Janae Marks’s middle grade debut From the Desk of Zoe Washington was discounted to $3.99 on Apple, she shared a 
graphic promoting the discount on Instagram. As mentioned in the caption, she also linked to the retailer page in her bio.

Instagram Post

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 39

Janae Marks

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/CBQkRHKBuXB/


Hachette’s audio-dedicated Instagram profile promoted 
the Chirp deal for Josiah Bancroft’s Senlin Ascends by 
posting a screenshot of the discount on Chirp’s 
website.

Instagram Post
Hachette

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 40@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/B7YyhNJgXL0/
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Newsletter

When Beth Revis ran a price promotion for Across the 
Universe, she sent an email newsletter to subscribers 
and included a clickable screenshot of her discounted 
audiobook on Chirp.

Beth Revis



BookBub Ads



BookBub Ads

As with print or ebooks, many authors and 
publishers run BookBub Ads to drive sales and 
exposure for their audiobooks. With BookBub
Ads, advertisers can directly target Chirp 
members and other audiobook listeners with 
their ad campaigns.

In this section, we’ve compiled examples of 
audiobook-focused creative they’ve designed to 
run on the BookBub Ads platform. Common 
design elements include graphics of 
headphones or earbuds, the call-to-action 
“Listen Now,” and references to “audio” or 
“audiobook” in the copy. 



Ad Using Chirp 
Branding

In Sarah Woodbury’s ad for The Good Knight, she 
highlighted Chirp as the retailer. She also included 
details about the limited-time discount, audiobook 
imagery, and a line letting readers know there’s a 
mystery in store.

Sarah Woodbury

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 44@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Using Chirp 
Branding

In his ad for Red Gambit, Luke R. Mitchell created a 
graphic featuring the book cover, a quote from a 
reviewer, and the Chirp sale incentive. The simple 
addition of headphones makes it clear that this is an 
audiobook.

Luke R. Mitchell

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 45@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Using Chirp 
Branding

In Kacey Shea’s ad for Caught in the Flames, she 
showcases the cover on a phone with earbuds to make 
it clear to viewers that this is an audiobook. She also 
includes the Chirp sale, and her call-to-action is “Get 
Deal Now.”

Kacey Shea

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 46@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Using Chirp 
Branding

Ernie Lindsey’s Ad for Sky Noise includes the phone 
and earbuds denoting that this ad is for an audiobook, 
the reduced deal price of $1.99, the inclusion of Chirp 
as a retailer, and the call-to-action “Listen Now.”

Ernie Lindsey

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 47@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Promoting a 
Discount

For his ad promoting a discount for Bunker: Book 1, Jay 
J. Falconer included the audiobook cover, a
headphones icon, the price, the copy “Audio,” and five
stars.

Jay J. Falconer

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 48@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Promoting a 
Discount

Adam Croft’s ad for a three-book bundle clearly states 
“audiobooks” in the copy, and also includes the genre, 
the reduced price of the deal, and a cover for the 
bundled books. The contrasting colors also make this 
ad stand out.

Adam Croft

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 49@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Promoting a 
Discount

M.L. Banner created a graphic of his audiobook
Madness displayed on a phone with headphones for
his ad, and included the reduced price and the book’s
bestseller status.

M.L. Banner

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 50@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Promoting a 
Discount

Jen Herne’s ad for Fires of the Dead features earbuds, 
the book cover, and the copy “Fantasy Audiobook Deal” 
over a bright yellow ribbon.

Jen Herne

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 51@BOOKBUBPARTNERS
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Ad Promoting a Series

Rebecca Hefner displayed three book covers, a graphic 
of headphones, a mention of the genre, and the call-to-
action “Listen Now!” to advertise her full-priced 
audiobooks.

Rebecca Hefner



Ad Promoting a Series 
After a Chirp Deal

This simple yet effective ad design from Judith Deborah 
for Soup to Nuts includes the book cover, the genre of 
the book, “Audio” clearly stated, and the call-to-action 
“Listen Now.”

Judith Deborah

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 53@BOOKBUBPARTNERS



Ad Promoting a Full-
Priced Audiobook

While running a Chirp deal for Tin Men, the first 
audiobook in the Chrissy Livingstone series, Linda 
Coles ran a BookBub Ad for the next audiobook in the 
series, Walk Like You, which was discounted as well. 

Linda Coles

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 54@BOOKBUBPARTNERS
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Maintaining Buzz

There are many other marketing tactics 
authors and publishers use to continue 
reaching new listeners well after an 
audiobook’s release day, aside from using 
price promotions.

In this section, we’ve included some ideas for 
keeping your audiobooks top-of-mind, such 
as sharing behind-the-scenes looks at 
production, continuing to share audiobook 
excerpts, sharing news of awards and 
accolades, and running giveaways.



Behind-the-Scenes 
Look on YouTube

On Simon & Schuster’s audio YouTube channel, Daniel 
Mallory Ortberg shared a one-minute behind-the-
scenes look at the making of his audiobook, Something 
That May Shock and Discredit You.

Daniel Mallory Ortberg

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 57@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaY-57nZQWA
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On Simon & Schuster’s dedicated audio Twitter 
account, they shared a clip of Jason Reynolds’s Look 
Both Ways, including a call-to-action link.

Audio Clip on 
Twitter
Simon & Schuster

https://twitter.com/SimonAudio/status/1250751960527048706


On their Facebook page, the audiobook branch of 
HarperCollins, HarperAudio, shared a two-minute 
audiobook excerpt of The Flight Girls by Noelle Salazar, 
featuring the cover, headphones, and the narrator.

Audio Clip on 
Facebook
HarperCollins

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 59@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1188628874669522


On Twitter, Tomi Adeyemi ran a giveaway for signed 
copies of the Children of Blood and Bone audiobook. 
To accompany the copy, Tomi posted a short video clip 
of her flipping the audiobook back and forth.

Audiobook Giveaway 
on Twitter
Tomi Adeyemi

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 60@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://twitter.com/tomi_adeyemi/status/1007721112245923840


Sharing Trade Reviews 
on Twitter

On Twitter, N. K. Jemisin shared a shining review from 
AudioFile for the audiobook of The City We Became, 
expressing appreciation for the narrator and the 
production team.

N. K. Jemisin

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 61@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://twitter.com/nkjemisin/status/1246154267699838980


Sharing Awards on 
Facebook

Helen Hoang’s audiobook The Bride Test was a 
Romance Finalist at the 2020 Audie Awards. She shared 
the exciting news on her Facebook page, giving a shout 
out to the narrator. 

Helen Hoang

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 62@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.facebook.com/HHoangWrites/posts/709233602941921


Sharing Accolades 
on Facebook

When Ask Again, Yes was named a Best Audiobook of 
2019 by Google Play, Mary Beth Keane shared the news 
on her Facebook page, including a link to the accolade 
and a comment that her book was on sale for the 
holidays!

Mary Beth Keane

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 63@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.facebook.com/mbkwriter/posts/2572042189583119


Macmillan Audio’s Instagram account celebrated Louise Penny’s award-winning audiobook Kingdom of the Blind for winning 
“Best Male Narrator” at the Audie Awards. The post featured a video of a sound clip with a still image of the audiobook cover, 
the narrator’s name, and the award.

Sharing Awards on Instagram

INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 64

Macmillan

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/B9SaX2XA3Wa/


Here are some of the ways BookBub helps you reach new listeners:

Have you run a Chirp 
promotion for your audiobook?

@BOOKBUBPARTNERS INSIGHTS.BOOKBUB.COM 65

Drive significant increases in sales and boost visibility 
for your audio titles.

CHIRP RETAILER
Chirp offers listeners access to a full 

catalog of audiobooks they can purchase 
á la carte with no subscription fees.

CHIRP DEALS
Similar to BookBub Featured Deals, our 

team works with publishers and authors to 
curate new audiobook deals every day.

AUDIO BOOKBUB ADS
Use BookBub’s flexible self-serve 

advertising platform to promote your 
audiobook with powerful targeting options.

LEARN MORE NOW: CHIRPBOOKS.COM/PARTNER

https://www.chirpbooks.com/partner



